Notice Invitation for International Bid

(For Supply of Machineries)

ADAMA STEEL FACTORY is one of the leading pre-coated & galvanized products as well as wire products manufacturer and supplier in Ethiopia. The company is now looking for international suppliers manufactures or engineering houses to bid for supplying of the following steel processing lines:

1. Pickling Line
2. Acid Regeneration plant
3. 6 Hi Cold Rolling Mill
4. Rewinding Line
5. Non-Oxidation Furnace Continuous Galvanizing Line
6. Bell Annealing Furnace

The company has recently installed and commissioned manufacturing lines for Re-bar, PEB structure, Colour coating, and tube mill production in its 1st phase of expansion.

For its 2nd phase expansion that includes production lines listed in this invitation to bid, the company has already built and prepared the required buildings and infrastructure.

Potential bidders can get free of charge a complete set of bid document and detailed machinery specification upon request through email address adamasteelfactory@yahoo.com africansteel.ceo@gmail.com & mustak.plant@adamasteels.com.

- Completed bid document should be submitted within 45 days starting from the date of this announcement.
- Along with their bids, all bidders must indicate manufacturers' name of the machinery, country of origin of the machinery, Contact Person with detailed address, Local Company name or agent if any and enclose manufacturer's authorization letters.

All bidders are expected to submit their company profile showing their experience in the specific area of the bid requirement while asking for complete set of the bid document and detailed machinery specification.

Bidders should have experience of supplying the manufacturing lines globally as turnkey projects.

Adama Steel Factory has the right to cancel and/or to reject or accept any or all bids without giving the reason thereof.
For further clarification Call (+251)911-49-1493, (+251)935-99-3585
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